
Childhood

A. Conversation Questions

1 What is your most unforgettable childhood memory?

2

3 What was the silliest thing you've done when you were a kid?

4 What are the morals/lessons you have learned when you were young that you still keep until now?

5 Do you prefer childhood or adulthood? Explain.

6 What were the places you usually go to before?

7 What were the things you loved to do?

8 Do you think the kids today are the same as the kids in your generation before? Why or why not?
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Who were the people you were mostly with when you were growing up? Friends? Family? 
Schoolmates?
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Childhood

9 What do you miss about your childhood?

10 How do you think childhood affects a person's life when s/he becomes a grown up?

B. Comment on the following quotes:

1

2

3

4

5

6 “Childhood is the most beautiful of all life's seasons.” - Author Unknown

7 “It is never too late to have a happy childhood.” - Tom Robbins

8

9 “We carry our childhood with us.” - Gary D. Schmidt

10 “There is no land like the land of your childhood.” - Michael Powell
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“Childhood has no necessary connection with age.” - Austin O'Malley, Keystones of Thought

“There is a garden in every childhood, an enchanted place where colors are brighter, the air softer, 
and the morning more fragrant than ever again.” - Elizabeth Lawrence

“We could never have loved the earth so well if we had had no childhood in it.” - George Eliot, The 
Mill on the Floss, 1860

“If you carry your childhood with you, you never become older.” - Abraham Sutzkever, Family Circle 
Magazine

“Childhoods never last. But everyone deserves one.” - Wendy Dale, Avoiding Prison and Other Noble 
Vacation Goals

“If you don't do anything stupid when you're young, you won't remember something funny when 
your old.” - Alexis
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